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B T OO B O C T I C W
In western Montana there is considerable cut-over forest land 
being cleared of it® second growth timber in order to produce farm and 
livestock products* Forest, range and farm land all are important to 
the econo®?/ of this area, but a question exists as to which one of these 
uses the land is best suited*
Generally the forest® which have been cleared and are being cleared, 
are found on readily accessible, level areas along narrow river valleys 
that may represent some of the best sites for tree growth. The clear­
ing of this land may have an undesirable effect on the continued 
operation of the wood processing plants found in many western Montana 
communities# lumbermen are finding it necessary to go farther and 
farther away from the processing plants in order to obtain logs# 
Foresters, farmers and county officials have been increasingly interested 
in the comparative values of the different use® to which the cut-over 
lands are feeing put# A survey conducted by the Forest Service during 
the 19h0s and referred to by Hurtt (20) gives an indication of the extent 
of the area involved# He indicates that of 820,000 acres classed as 
agricultural land in 12 western Montana counties over 181,000 acres is 
cleared land*
The cost of clearing this land detracts considerably from its desir­
ability for fanning and ranching* let the high yields of forage and 
grain which have been obtained in the past indicate that a choice between
>2-
latid uses does exist* As to the economic soundness of this choice there 
is some doubt*
.An adequate economic analysis of the production from various land 
uses is needed after satisfactory production data have been obtained.
The comparative values of timber, forage, and grain production should 
be compared on two bases* They should be compared on the basis of cost 
and income to the landowner and they should be compared on the basis of 
their product value to society* The economic value of any land use has 
at least these two aspects of 'importance mid. significance in a study of 
competitive land use*
The purpose of this study is to gather specific data on the pro­
ductivity of these lands for forest, grain and forage crops, and to 
attempt a comparison of each on the basis of their contribution in net 
income to the landowner and in gross income to the community .
literature nrnnm
Mimerm® studies have been conducted on the use of cut-over land 
for farm crops and pasture* However, most of them are either farm 
management studies which deal with the feasibility of improved farming 
on cut-over land or economic survey® for land classification purposes* 
Relatively few studies have dealt with the comparative value of forest 
and other uses on the basis of market prices and actual yields*
Agricultural investigations which have been conducted in widely 
separated regions of the United States indicate that the problem of how 
to farm cut-over land is quite general (7, 12, 25). In most cases the 
problem of obtaining the best use of these lands centers around settlers 
who undertake the task of clearing the land for what they hope will soon 
be a profitable farm* Much of this land was originally cut over by 
large companies who had interest in the timber only and had little 
regard for the future development of the land (7, IS).
After these companies had removed the timber they ©old the land at 
low prices to settlers who were interested in establishing themselves as 
farmers* Because cut-over land is inexpensive it is often purchased by 
people who possess limited amounts of capital. These purchasers buy 
the land for farm and ranch purposes but soon find that the cost of 
clearing enough land to provide a satisfactory income is more than they 
had expected. Having exhausted their finances on the initial purchase 
of the land, they often have no other alternative but to abandon it and
-b,m
let It revert to the county for taxes (7, 10, 16)#
A number of measures designed to improve this situation have been 
suggested* Students of land use often conclude their studies with a list 
of recoimnendations toward implementing better use of the land (15, 16)* 
Nearly all indicate that a knowledge of the productive capacity of the 
soil for each of the competing products is one of the first essentials 
toward arriving at a solution. (15, 26).*
Studies in the cut-over regions of the Southern Coastal Plains (7), 
the Lake States (15), and the Pacific Northwest (12) indicate that many 
of these forest soils are capable of producing high yields of forage*
In a survey of the cut-over pine lands of the south, Farley and Greene 
(7) indicate that under proper management the heavier soils are capable 
of producing good yields of feed crops and of supporting high quality 
pastures* However, the sandy soils, which predominate in this region, 
require heavy fertilisation in order to produce satisfactory yields* 
Another study (8) in this area indicates that the native grasses, mostly 
of the sedge family, are valuable for beef production if managed properly.
McDowell and Kalker (15) state that the heavier soils of the cut­
over lands in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota produce high yields of 
red clover and alfalfa*
Land economic survey© have been conducted in the states of New York, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and Virginia. Each of these studies is 
of m  individual county and is designed to obtain information which can 
be used in land use planning". In New York, Hill and Blanche (U), and 
Moodin (3li) based their studies on the degree of intensity of the present 
land use. They found that a relationship exists between intensity of
land use, and the adaptability of the land for agriculture. They 
determined intensity of land use by rating the farms according to the 
number and quality of improvements, the crop being raised, and the soil 
qi&Xity# The least intensive use indicated that the land may be better 
suited to forestry or recreation purposes than to agriculture# Patteson 
and Shelton (22) found that a similar relationship exists in the state 
of Virginia#
In western Montana there exists a complexity of soil conditions 
which vary in their ability to produce cultivated crops# McConnell (20) 
states that some of these with which he has worked, particularly of the 
Cabinet and Mission series, are of value for hay and crop production#
In a survey of western Sanders County, McKay (16) found that little 
grain is raised due to the danger of summer frosts,soil deficiencies, 
and lack of markets. From interviews with farmers and ranchers in the 
area he reports that newcomers to the area attempt to raise grain but 
soon discover that conditions are more suitable to livestock and hay 
production.
Whether the cut-ovw land in western Montana can produce enough, 
livestock feed to offset the costs of producing beef and butterfat is a 
question# It is a question that should be studied before the land is 
cleared#
Interest in the cut-over land use problem in western Montana has 
resulted in this subject being selected as the topic for discussion at a 
meeting of the Northern Rocky Mountain Section of the Society of American 
Foresters held in Missoula, Montana in \9kS* The recommended primary 
objectives which resulted from the meeting were to, secure the greatest
long-time economic use of the land, stabilise land use, and secure the 
maxljimm benefits of such use to the community* The criteria of greatest 
value In effecting these objectives were indicated as, the effectiveness 
of the use in stabilising the soil, the limitations to crop adaptability, 
the highest net annual return over a period of years,, the highest gross 
value of the crop, and the need for the land to stabilise industry and 
to support public services*
It was Indicated that if cut-over lands can be cleared of repro­
duction, and converted to the production of high quality forage, the 
value of the marketable livestock products may exceed trie return from 
timber production* This has yet to be determined (20)*
Pearson (23) says that, a comparison of timber and forage values on 
forest land should consider, first, the need for timber and livestock 
products, both locally and nationally, second, the returns from each in 
revenue to the land-owner and the public, and third, the capacity of 
each to support profitable industry* He indicates that these values can 
be compared at two levels of processing; (1), direct products of the soil, 
standing timber and standing forage, and (2), industrial products, lumber 
on one hand and meat or wool on the other*
Daniel and .Ensminger (6) in a study of grazing practices on the 
cut-over lands in western Washington conclude that the returns 3n dollars 
par acre are probably greater for grazing than for growing trees if an 
economical ranch unit can be established*
Collins (ii) and Baker (1) in comparing timber and forage values on 
the MacDonald forest of Oregon, used average prices of stumpage and 
average grazing fees for their area* They found that grazing was the
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higher type of economic nee when they were compared at this level.
Studies of land use based solely on cost and income* while of 
value as a guide* to the landowner* fail to give a full appreciation of 
the competing product values to the community. That the value of pro­
cessing a commodity will often outweigh the value placed on the commodity 
in its raw fom is well known. It has been estimated that the value of 
lumber manufacture in western Montana produces payroll and industrial 
profit values equal to six times the value of the stumpage to the forest 
landowner (20). It would be reasonable to expect that the use of land 
for the production of forage and grain would also produce returns to the 
community much in excess of what they are to the landowner.
There are many values which are affected by different forms of 
land use which are extremely difficult to measure. Aesthetic values, 
of forest over range or farming are extremely difficult to price as are 
those of wildlife, recreation, and watershed.
Where consumption of products takes place largely outside the 
community, a better indication of the product value is the gross monetary 
return f.o.b. the point it leaves the eommmity (9$ 2!*). Pearson (21*) 
in applying these returns to forest and range production in the ponderosa 
pine type of the southwest found that forest compared well with range.
METHODS Mm PROCEDURE
111© procedure followed wast first, to collect specific infonaation 
which would indicate the relative productivity of the soil for the var- 
ions usesf second, to convert the determined yields to standard units of 
measure which will permit a comparison of their monetary values and, 
third, to compare the values of the various products according to current 
prices and costs of production.
Comparison units were selected in each of two recognized timber types 
in western Montana. The term comparison unit m  used herein consists of 
a farm or ranch holding having cut-over forest land in pasture, hay, or 
farm crops, adjacent to forest land in timber production.
Mine of these units were located in the larch-Douglas fir barbc 
occidental!© Mutt.-Fgendotsuga mengiegii var. glauca (Leissn.) Franco type, 
and one in the poaderoaa pine Pinas ponderosa Laws* type in western 
Sanders County, Montana* Three were in the ponderosa pine type along the 
west side of the Bitterroot Valley near Florence, Ravalli County,
Montana. Figure 1 shows the location of these units in western Montana.
Comparison units were selected on the basis of their land capability 
class, topographic uniformity, md the proximity of their various uses.
Mo unit was studied on which there wast (1), danger of serious erosion 
taking place due to the removal of permanent coverj (2), variation in 
topography from one use to another, and (3), great distances between 
the locations of the various products being compared. Timber stands, hay
—8—
Larch
I  Douglas Fir
f ; Ponderosa Pine
Figure 1.— Hap of western Montana showing the location of the study 
areas relative to the range of larch, Douglas fir and ponderosa 
pine timber types. Red dots indicate approximate locations of com­
parison units.*1
 ̂Adapted from a United States Forest Service Map (32).
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fields, pastures and grain fields were sampled for production during the 
■cummer and autumn of 195h* The forested portions of the comparison units 
were randomly sampled for the determination of present volume and growth* 
Data were later checked to ensure adequate sampling to within 10 percent 
of the true mean at the 95 percent probability level* Eleven plots on 
each comparison unit were adequate to ensure, this degree of accuracy*
On each plot the following data were recordedt (1) Humber of trees by 
one inch diameter class, (2) Gross volume with deductions for defect 
applied on each plot, aid (3) Height over age site index*
- The first of these determinations (number of trees per acre by 
diameter class) is used to determine the basal area of the stand* This 
was necessary in order to determine what percent of the growing space 
available in the stand is actually being utilised for growth* Merchant­
able volume was determined in order that the stumpage value at the 
present time could be derived.
Site index measures the relative capacity of the site to produce 
wood. It is determined by measuring the heights and ages of several 
(usually 15 or 20) dominant and co-dominant trees in the staid. Wxm 
the site indices of these trees are averaged they indicate the relative 
productive capacity of the site for the species involved.
To determine the relative stocking of each of the larch-Bouglas fir 
stands the percent of crown closure for one stand was estimated and the bas­
al areas of the? others were related to the basal area., of this stand.
Board foot volumes per acre were determined by applying the field 
data collected to appropriate volume tables developed by the .Northern 
Gocky Mountain Forest and Hang© Experiment Station. A yield table
-11-
con struct ed. by Gnwdngs (5) was. employed in determining rotation volume 
of larch-Bouglas fir stands, fo determine this value for ponderosa 
pine stands an inter-regional ponderosa pine yield table by Meyer (1?) 
was need, the minimum diameter limits used were 13 inches for larch- 
Dougla®- fir and 12 inches for ponderosa pine.
Pasture yields were determined by two methods| one, clipping forage 
which was produced within woven wire exclosuresj and two, clipping 
forage from unprotected areas which were left undisturbed throughout 
the growing season. A total of twenty-nine woven wire exclosures were 
installed on the pasture© in the larch-Douglas fir type and sixteen 
were installed on the pastures in the ponderosa pine type* Kxclosures 
were constructed of four posts driven to form the four corners of a square 
plot five feet by' five feet in sisse. Mien wrapped with woven wire, twenty- 
five square feet of standing forage was protected to a height of three 
feet. Figure 2 shows one of these plots taken dm the summer of 195iw 
The purpose of installing these exclosures was to ensure the existence of 
a representative sample of undisturbed forage at harvest tine.
Clippings were taken during the months of July and .August. Fields 
were checked at the close of the growing season for regrowth. A circu­
lar shaped ring made of heavy gauge wire was used, to delineate 9S 
square feet of plot area to be clipped. Plots of this sise are convenient 
to handle in the field, give a sensitive sample of the quantity of forage 
produced and permit convenient conversion to a pounds per acre basis.
By simply multiplying the grams produced per plot by 10 the yield in 
pounds per acre is obtained.
All samples were weighed in the field. hVery tenth ©ample was taken
-12-
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Figure 2. One of the 1*5 Enclosures Installed to 
Determine Forage Production*
to the laboratory, air dried and re-weighed for the determination of 
moisture content, All sample weights were then converted to m  air 
dry weight and expressed in pounds per acre.
Hay yields were determined in the same manner as pasture yields*
Hay fields were sampled prior to harvest by clipping current years growth 
at mower height* Ixelosure© were not used for detendning hay yields*
Has" fields were protected from gracing until late summer by the ranchers* 
In only on# case was livestock turned into a hay field before the end of 
the growing season and those were so few in number that there was no 
difficulty in obtaining undisturbed samples of regrowth*
Grain yields were determined by interview with the farmers at the 
time of harvest* The total yield of grain in bushels was divided by 
the acreage in each particular grain field* Field acreages were deter­
mined by measuring the fields using compass and pacing for control*
A feed equivalent based on total digestible nutrients was used as 
an index of the value of pasture, hay, and grain for feeding purposes* 
Morrison (19) defines the total digestible nutrients as the 1 sum of all 
the digestible organic nutrients - protein, fiber, nitrogen free 
extract and fat,”
The sources of cost and income used in the study were many* Where 
published information was not available or was not applicable, estimates 
made by producers, private businessmen, and public agencies were used*
In all cases an effort was made to obtain and use reliable cost informa­
tion*
The economic evaluation of different uses was made on an acre basis 
as were yield determinations * It is well known that many costs will vary
—T) [ «*
considerably according to the size of the unit. M s  variation was over-* 
cm® in part by limiting the study to small ownership unite and applying 
average costs and incomes as they exist, to all yields.
the comparison of return© from each type of land use was made at 
the following levels}
1* Values on the stem. By determining the cost of establishment 
and maintenance of hey, pasture, and forest plus the present price of 
the land and deducting this cost from the value of the standing forage 
on the one hand and from the stumpage value of the timber on the other.
2. Value of the harvested product delivered. By determining, in 
addition to the items mentioned in 1 above, the cost of harvesting and 
delivering the product®. The product® at the stage of processing in 
which they usually leave the farm. These are sawlogs on the one hand 
and butterfat or beef animals on the other. The yield value of forage 
and food grains was converted to butterfat and beef value® by use of 
the recommended Morrison1 s standards on feed required for butterfat and 
beef production. The calculated butterfat and beef yields multiplied 
by the market price per pound at the point of delivery provide© the 
second level of value of the crops to be compared*
3* Value of the product to the community. By using the f ,o.b. 
price of the product as it leaves the community, a measure of the product 
value to the community is obtained. In western Montana these values 
would be the price of beef animals, butterfat, and finished lumber for 
the most part.
BXPTOMEKTAX. RESULTS 
Production Characteristics of the Land
Hie timber stands on the units studied were found to be on good sites. 
Of the nine stands sampled in the larch-Deuglas fir type* four are in 
site class 1, and five are in site class 11 (5). Of the four ponderosa 
pine stands sampled one is in site class II, one is in site class III 
and two are in site class IV (17).
All are well stocked, even-aged, second growth stands of good vigor. 
The larch-Dougl&s fir stands have a higher proportion of larch than any 
other species* Some Douglas fir and scattered individuals of lodgepole 
pine Finns contorts Baugl,, ponderosa pine and Engeliaan spruce Ficea 
hngelmanii Parry, are present. The understory consists mostly of Douglas 
fir, arid western red cedar Thuja plicata Bonn. The ponderosa pine stands 
in the Bitterroot Valley are pure stands.
On the units studied the predominant use of the cut-over land is 
for the production of dairy and beef products. Feed in the form of hay, 
pasture, and barley are the principal crops raised. Specie© used in re­
seeding hayfield© and pastures include red clover Trifolium pretense L., 
oleike clover Trifoliua hybridum I,, orchard grass Daehtylis glomerata L., 
alfalfa Hedicago gativa L., and brorae grass Breams inermis Lesyas. In 
most cases improved hayfields are seeded to a single legume such as red 
clover, alfalfa or alsike clover. All of the improved hayfields and 
pastures had been fertilized. The improved pastures are seeded with
*15-
*16*
mixtures including a legume and a grass* Red clover and orchard grass 
were the species used in one of the two pastures sampled, and an alsike 
clover, timothy mixture was used in the other* Most of the fertilisers 
used are those high in nitrogen and phosphorus. Some of the comon 
fertilisers used are 10-20-0, 16-20-0, and barnyard manure*
The species represented on unimproved land i nclude quack grass 
Agropyron repens (1*) Beanv., timothy Phleum pratense I*., Kentucky blue- 
grass Poa pratensis L*, red top Agrostis alba L«, and white clover 
frifolium repens L. The unimproved pastures possess a slightly higher 
percentage of blue grass and red top than the unimproved hayfields. 
Unimproved hayfields have a higher proportion of timothy and quack grass 
than unimproved pastures.
Grain produced on the units studied is mostly for livestock feed, 
but limited amounts are sold as a cash crop. Barley is the principal 
grain crop raised* Figure 3 shows a panoramic view of some field crops 
for which larch-Douglas fir forest soils are being used* In the background 
is grain crop land and hay land, in the left and right center are unim­
proved stump pastures* The field in the foreground is an Improved hayfield 
which has been reseeded to red clover.
Forest Yields* -Predicting the growth of a given stand of timber 
with the use of yield tables requires the determination of three stand 
characteristicst (1) the age of the stand, (2) the site quality, and 
(3) the percent of the total area being utilized by the existing stand* 
Table 1 presents this information for each of the 13 stands studied*
The last column shows the present volume of these stands as taken from 
local volume tables of the United States Forest Service. Values in this
-17-
Figure 3* Stump Pasture, Hay and Grain Fields Carved Out 
of Larch-Douglas Fir Forest#
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table show volumes for each individual stand and the averages for 
each site class within each of the two forest type® studied*
The average age of the site class 1 larch-Douglas fir is 1*6 years, 
it is approximately 60 percent stocked with an average volume of 900 
board feet per acre* Those stands of larch-Bouglas fir on site class II 
average 52 years old, are more fully stocked and possess a slightly 
larger board foot volume than those in site class I* All of the volumes 
for larch-Douglas fir are for trees 13 inches diameter breast high and 
larger*
Two stands, those of comparison units three and five are well below 
the average M  merchantable volume# Both of these stands possess thick 
understories of a more tolerant species, western red cedar* According 
to Walker (33) understories of this nature sometime® occur on the better 
lareh-Bouglas fir sites and inhibit diameter growth of larch#
The ponderosa pine stands all occur within the three site classes 
II, III, and IV# The present volumes of these stands are higher than 
those of larch-Bouglas fir* This is due in part to a lower diameter 
limit used on ponderosa pine than larch-Douglas fir* The fact that 
ponderosa pine is valued higher than larch-Bouglas fir permits a more 
complete utilization of ponderosa pine* The minimum diameter limit used 
in determining ponderosa pine volumes is a 12 inch diameter class*
appendix tables 1 through I* show the volumes in board feet of larch- 
Douglas fir and ponderosa pine stands respectively at the ages of 70, 80, 
90, 100 and 110 years* These values are for the indicated stocking 
percentages found on the 13 comparison units* Volumes for larch-Douglas 
fir are taken from a yield table by Cummings (5), and those for ponderosa
-20-
pin© lire taken from a table by Meyers (1?)*
Hay Yields, Tables 2 and 3 present the hay yields in pounds per 
acre of air dry forage and total digestible nutrients in pounds per acre* 
Values are shorn by individual comparison units and are grouped by timber 
type and site class of the adjacent stands» Table 2 shows these values 
for improved hay fields and table 3 shows the values for unimproved hay - 
fields* In the 51 species grownw column are the names of the major species 
which make up the stand* The percent digestible nutrients are taken from 
Morrison*s Feeds and Feeding (19)*
Improved hayfields exist on eleven of the units and unimproved hay* 
fields on only three. Two of the unimproved, hayfields are on fields 
adjacent to larch-Bouglas fir timber stands which are in site class II.
The third is in the ponderosa pine type adjacent to a stand in site class 
IV.
The fields which had not been reseeded, developed from volunteer 
seeding of various species* Protection until the has?' has been removed is 
about the only management they receive*
Pasture Yields. Tables it and S show yields per acre of improved and 
unimproved pastures respectively. Improved pastures were found on two 
of the comparison units. Both are adjacent to larch-Douglas fir timber 
stands which are in site class I. The yields from these pasture® are very 
similar* fields from unimproved pastures shown in table 5 range from a 
minimum of 906 to a maximum of 2^738 pounds of air dry forage per acre*
The percent of digestible nutrients obtained in pastures is hirlier than 
that of hay. This is due to the fact that pastures are actively growing 
at the time they are consumed. Morrison (19) indicates that as plants
fable 2.— Yields of eleven western Montana improved hay fields in pounds of air dry forage
and total digestible nutrients per acre*
Comparison
Unit
Timber Type 
and Site Class Species Grown Forage Yield rat1 TBS
pounds percent pounds
1 L-BF2 i Alfalfa, Red Clover 5,1*00 1*9.8 2,6892 i-DF I Bed Clover 1*,199 52.2 2,192
3 L-DF i Red Clover 6,£07 52.2 3,397
h i-DF i Alfalfa 3,298 50.3 1,659
Average i*,85£ 2,1*51*
5 L-DF II Red Clover 8,996 52.2 It,6966 l -b f 11 Alfalfa 2,501 50.3 1,258
? L-DF II Alsike Clover 3,1*89 52.2 1,821e L-DF II Alfalfa 2,570 50.3 1,293
9 L-DF 11 Alfalfa 6,078 50.3 3,097
Average It, 726
10 FP II Red Clover 11,000 52.2 5,71*2
11 v ?  ;i n Sweet Clover 7,209 1*2.1* 3,057
^ TDN refers tototal digestible nutrients.
2 L-DF and FP refer to larch-Douglas fir and ponderosa pine respectively.
fable 3*— fields of three western Montana unimproved hayfields in pound© of air dry forage and
total digestible nutrients per acre.
Comparison
Unit
Timber Type 
and Site Class Species Ci*own Forage Yield TDN1 TDM
potsncfa percent pounds
7 L-DF2 11 Timothy, Quack grass 2,023 36.6 71*08 L-DP 11 Timothy, Quack grass 1,328 36.6 186
Average 1,6W “~Til
13 FP I¥ Timothy* Blue grass 3,302 1*9.8 1,61*1*
* TDN refers to total digestible nutrients.
* L-DF and FP refer to larch-Douglas fir and ponderosa pine respectively.
Table li. — Yield of two western Montana improved pastures in pounds of air dry forage and total 
digestible nutrients per acre.
Comparison
Unit
firmer Type 
and Site Class Species Grown Forage Yield TDM1 TDM
pounds percent pounds
3 L-BP2 I Orchard grass, Bed Clover 3*893 6?.6 2,631
k L-DF I Timothy, /-Isike Clover 3*839 6?,6 2,595
-*4' 1® -r,T|-  r"T “ ■ l- rm. i   T —  i  n I , I / ,i "in 1.„n n mr,.j« - 1   - nrr , ■
•t TDN refers to total digestible nutrients,
2 L-DF and PP refer to larch-Douglas fir and ponderosa pirn respectively.
fable field of eleven western Montana unimproved pastures in pounds of air dry forage
and total digestible nutrients per acre.
Comparison
Unit
timber type 
and Site Class Species Grown Forage Yield TDK1 TDN
pounds percent pounds
2 L-BF2 I Timothy, White Clover, Blue grass 1,821* 67.6 1,233
3 L-DF I Timothy, White Clover, Blue grass 2,738 67.6 1,851
it L-DF I Blue grass. Red top, Timothy 1,612 67.6 1,090
Average 2jq37 1,391
g L-DF 11 Blue grass, Red top, Quackgrass 1,189 67.6 8o!i
6 L-BF 11 Blue grass, led top, White Clover 1,905 67.6 1,288
7 L-DF II Blue grass, Bed top, Timothy l,6llt 67.6 1,091
8 L-DF II Blue grass, Red top, Timothy- 2,398 67.6 1,621
9 L-DF 11 Blue grass 1,103 67.6 7li5
Average 1,6142 1,106
10 PP 11 Blue grass, Red top, Timothy 1,528 67.6 1,033
11 PP III June grass, Needle and Thread 906 67.6 612
13 PP IV Red top, Blue grass, Timothy 1,659 67.6 1,121
1 TDN refers to total digestible nutrients.
2 t-DF and FP refer to larch-Douglas fir and ponderosa pine respectively*
Figure h* Grain and haj? on cut-over land*
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mature their digestibility decreases* He explains this as being due to 
an increased proportion of unaigestible lignin in the plants as they 
become more mature and weathered*
Grain Yields* Grain fields on these units are snail* The larger 
portion of the cleared land on each unit was used for the production of 
forage crops* It is not uncommon to find fields of less than three or 
four acres producing all the grain that is produced on the farm* On the 
units studied in western Sanders County the grain crops are considered 
second in importance to forage crops* When harvesting grain conflicts 
with harvesting hay or with the care and management of livestock the 
grain harvest is usually postponed* This attitude along with rains which 
occurred during the proper harvest season in resulted in the grain 
harvest being delayed until late in the season* In one case snow fell 
before the farmer got around to harvesting his wheat and the -wheat went 
unharvested. As a result of these practices grain yields may have been 
lower than could normally have been expectedj however, what are considered 
good yields were obtained* Table 6 shows the grain yields as they existed 
on the units studied. Since grain is produced largely for livestock feed 
these values have also been converted to total digestible nutrients in 
pounds* Table 7 summarizes the yield data given in tables 1 through 6 
for the various crops. Two site classes in the larch*I)ouglas fir type 
and three in the ponderosa pine type are indicated* Because the board 
foot values of larch and Douglas fir are somewhat less than the board 
foot value of ponderosa pine and because the different site qualities 
indicate different capacities to produce wood the yields of alternative 
crops have been classified according to corresponding timber types and
m-2S*
sit® classes. In all cases the average yield figures for alternative 
crops, adjacent to timber stands of a certain type and site class, are 
used. In seme cases this is the average of several field® which were 
sampled adjacent to different stands, but of the same type and site class, 
.and in a few it is the yield of a single field adjacent to the only stand 
of a particular type and site quality.
Table 6* Held of barley, oat®, and wheat in bushels and in pounds of 
total digestible nutrients per acre, from fields on cut-over land in
western Montana,
Comparison Timber Type Yield per Aere
Unit and Sit© Class Barley Oats H ieat
Grain T O ? Grain TDN Grain TtS
’ bu. l i e * f i n # lb e . bu. lbs.
1 Larch-fir I 35 13052 it a n 30 1118
3 tr n it 37 1379
1* tt «  it 12 576
Average USE_ ’ 1 f M T “ irilW'lwi —W I 12 576TJJ
L aF ch ^ fir  II ~ m s ~
6 ft H I !
7 ft tt tt 37 1379
8 ft W tt 1*5 1678 1*5 1009
9 it n n 50 18bl*
Average iSHff US 1121
'U S’ Pond.Pine i f ' w l8o| fo 1009 I t T 290”
11 « » IIX 1 6 1 0
12 *  " I V 1*5 1009 1*0 1920
13 »t tf ItAverage 1*? JSSjf t o " 19'SO
lable 7*— Average annual yield per acre of timber stands compared to average 1956 yields of 
hayland, pasture, and grain*
Timber
%pe
Site
Class Forest
proved
Hay
Unimproved
Hay
Improved
Pasture
Unimproved
Pasture Barley Oats Wheat
ixLft. pounds pounds pounds pounds bushel bushel
L-BF1 I 263 6,B5x 3,866 2,058 36 12
L-DF II 176 It, 727 3,029 1,662 66 50
PP 11 237 11,000 1,528 50 65 27
PP 111 120 7,209 3,302 902 66
r>T> I? 85 1,659 66 6o
•*»— ----  1 ' '  “..rr"'ir....— n-»  - ......  - ,.
XL~DF and PP refer to larch-Bouglas fir and ponderosa pim  respectively*
economic m&uiSia of tt kujioTioii m  cut-ovib l m b
Costs of Producing. Timber gtuapage and Sawlogs*
In the past the second growth stands on the cut-over lands of 
western Montana in small private ownership have been considered mainly as 
a detriment to increased livestock and agricultural production* In most 
cases they have received no culture or Management other than protection 
from fire. The .mâ or costs of holding these stands in their present 
condition are those of interest on the investment in land, protection 
irm fire, and taxes* In order to establish the possible best uses of this 
land the net income values and the costs of production must be equated 
to t he prices received for the various products the soil c m  produce*
Costs of maintaining the stands. In attempting a comparison of 
incomes from different types of land use, especially those involving 
long periods of time before a crop is harvested, it is necessary to con­
sider a return on the money invested in the enterprise* This return should 
be at least large enough to compare favorably with the return obtainable 
had the money been Invested in a risk free Investment* Clark (3) states, 
"United States Government Bonds are as nearly a riskless investment as 
can be obtained*1’ Since the rates on these bonds seldom exceed titree 
percent, this is the rate selected for use in the following calculations* 
Tire protection charges vary with location and fuel conditions *
For purposes of this problem a charge of *.'■■*05 per acre per year is used*
**28—
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This is the price charged by the Blackxoot fire Protective Association 
and is considered a fair figure* At the present time there is no special 
forest tax in the state of Montana (21). According to the Sanders County 
Assessor, second growth stands are taxed the same as unimproved pasture 
lands*
The mill levy on the taxable value varies according to the school 
district in which the land is located* the units studied were located 
within two school districts each with a different mill levy* the one 
nearest the town of Thompson Falls, in the white Pine area, has a levy
of 100*211*. mills or slightly over f.*10 per dollar of taxable value.
The school district located in the vicinity of Trout Creek, Montana has 
a levy of ll?*6l mills or #.1176 per dollar of taxable value* Applying 
these levies to the assessed, values of the land, the taxes per acre
would amount to approximately 1*08 per acre per year for unimproved pasture
and second growth timber land and 1*33 per acre per year on the improved 
ti llable land in the White Pine area* In the vicinity of Trout Creek the 
taxes amount to |*105B per acre on the unimproved pastures and second 
growth timber land and $.39 on the improved tillable land* These are 
rates which apply to 19$$*
The average tax. per acre in 19$b for grassing land in Sander© County 
was $.09 and in Ravalli County it was 1*13# The average tax for tillable 
non-irrigated land was 1*38 per acre in Sanders County and |,*2? per acre 
in Ravalli County (18).
Costs of logging Timber* Estimates of logging, costs were obtained 
from the local office of “Tree Farmers Incorporated.” Logging costs will
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vary according to the else of the timber being logged, the sis© of the 
logging operation, the accessibility of the stand and the differences 
in terrain# The estimated costs are $2*50 to 13.00 per thousand board 
feet for felling, limbing and bucking# -6.00 to 8.GO per thousand board 
feet for skidding, 11*00 per thousand board feet for loading, |#?5 per 
thousand board feet for slash disposal and fe.25 per thousand board feet 
per mile for hauling. These estimated costs are in line with the esti­
mated costs used by the Poison Plywood Company of Poison, Montana in 
arriving at stumpage values# Oh certain inaccessible areas logging costs 
may be higher due to longer and more difficult hauls, or other special 
problems* The stands included, in this sttidy are located close to good 
roads which do not present any special logging problems.
Prices received for stumpage and sas&ogs* Estimates of stumpage 
prices mid log prices ware also obtained from the local office of 
"Tree Farmers Incorporated.*1 In some instances these estimates vary 
widely* However, it is believed that they set limits within which a fair 
value can be derived* They are as follows:
For Larch-Bouglas Fir*
Prices per thousand board feet
Stumpage 16.00 * $10*00
Log prices at the mill .122*00 - $32.00
For Ponderosa Pine
Price© per thousand board feet
Stumpage *10.00 - 130.00
Log prices at the mill 35.00 - 150.00
From interviews with various loggers who are buying and with 
farmers who are celling stumpage on private lands, the prices being
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paid are 110 *00 per thousand for larch-Douglas fir and #15,00 per thousand 
for ponderosa pine,, Since these are prices actually being paid to 
private owners fen* stumpage, they will be used in this analysis*
As for other cost and income data averages of the values in the preceding 
paragraph will be used. The average price of uncleared cut-over land was 
estimated at $10,00 per acre and that of cleared land at $100,00 per acre 
by several producers who have recently either bought or sold such land or 
who have Imofirlsdge of recent sales*
The rotation applied to the growth of timber stands will affect the 
net income obtained from forest production, Bruns (2) defines the 
rotation as "the period of years required to establish and grow timber 
crops to a specified condition of maturity,w He also states that the 
Mrotation length is set on the basis of a site of average productivity 
on the particular forest," The financial rotation or that period of 
years through which the greatest average financial return per year is 
obtained has been calculated for larch-Douglas fir stands in site class 
I and 11 and for ponderosa pine stands in site classes II, III, and 1?,
The results of these calculated rotations are shown in the appendix 
tables 1 through 5.
The financial rotations as shown in these tables are considered 
somewhat shorter than average for this area. Interviews with 
Professor F, G. Clark of the Montana State University Forestry School 
and K. I, Boe, Research Forester for the Interaowntaia Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, United States Forest Service, indicate that a 
rotation of 100 to 110 years is considered a desirable rotation age for 
larch-Douglas fir. If allowance is made for natural regeneration the 
financial rotations will approximate 100 years. This age has been
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selected for the following calculations* A rotation of 70 years is
used in the ponderosa pis© calculations. This is the most economical 
rotation found for ponderosa pine site class III and is average for the 
ponderosa pine stands sampled.
Income Possibilities from Timber Stumpago and Sawlogs*
If the farmers on these lands should decide to take advantage of 
the second growth timber which is already established on their land, and 
hold it until the calculated rotation age they can expect a higher average 
increase in value per acre per year than if they were to start with bare 
soil and carry the stand through a full rotation*
Possible income frets existing stands* Table 8 attempts to show the
*wmnnrrr rrrm—  g m itn  m m h m m m m m *  nm w u in im iiiiiw m m iw tfia  im w —Mm. ■ w* mm ' —
possible returns available to the owners of the existing second growth 
timber stands if they hold them until they attain the calculated 
rotation age* This approach was recommended by Gevorkiaata (9) in an 
attempt to show the possible returns available to farmers in the mixed- 
oak type of Wisconsin*
The computations include cost and return data for each of five 
different stand types or site qualities. The table shows the present 
worth of the anticipated future net income should the stands be sold 
as stumpage or sold as sawlogs delivered to the mill* A detailed example 
of the method of deriving these values are shown in the appendix.
Possible income over the complete rotation* Tables 9 and 10 show 
the mean annual yield, mean annual net income, capitalised value, and 
the present value of the ©oil for producing timber crops« These are for 
the calculated rotations of the timber types and site classes on the 
comparison units studied* Again the forest stands are grouped according
fable 8*— Present worths of the possible future net returns per acre from holding the existing
timber stands to their calculated rotation ages*
Compari­
son Unit
Gross Gain 
in Stumpage 
Value!
Met Gain annual ^
Expenses*
Interest on 
Investment!
Ire sent Worth 
of Future let 
Income^
Value of
Sawlogs
m + i Present Worth total f mtare net
Income^
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
l-li 251*.18 18*29 235.89 19.20 37.9li 710*56 i}97.87 33.03
5-9 161**23 111,. 61 119*62 ia.3o 26*22 li.70.li2 3!45.62j 20.21
10 157*51 3*03 i$u.m 16*50 83*62 705*71 318.52 131.8U
11 1*8.lit 3.06 k $ M 15.11 86.01 381.22 173J-)9 15! 7.81}
12-13 l6»hQ 3*90 12*50 16.50 -2*lt2 227.58 105.6ii 63.81}
-kiln in value of present existing stands carried to the calculated rotation ages* 
^The accumulated annual expenses at rotation age comounded at the rate of 3 percent* 
^Interest on the investment compounded at the rate of 3 percent.
%resent worth of future net returns from sale of stumpage*
^Total costs include annual expenses and logging costs.
^Present worth of future net returns from sale of sawlogs delivered to the mill.
fable 9#—-fhe yield, total annual expenses, m m  annual yield, capitalized value, end present
value of the soil for producing timber stumra^e* -..... - -.'I............ ---   - - -----  g------ ----  **.........   -........... ft..—W. ... -
Comparison
Unit Held Held
Total Annual 
Expenses
Set
yield
Mean
Animal
Held
Capitalised
Value
Present Value 
of fe at‘311
' bd.ft. dollars dollars 'dollars dollars dollars dollars
X—1+ 26,3X7 263.17 lii.OO 2U9.17 2*1*9 83*00 4*31
5-9 17,I|23 17I1.23 Ut.00 160.23 1*60 53.33 2*7?
10 16,605 2i»9.07 12.60 236-1*7 3*3? 112*33 lit *20
n 8,970 13i».55 12.® 121.95 1.7h 58*00 7*33
12 3,280 1*9-33 12.® 36.70 .52 17*33 2*19
Present value of Fe is the discounted future net income from the complete rotation*
fable 10*— The yield, total aramal expenses, raean animal yield, capitalized value, and present 
value of the soH for producing sa^logs.
Compari­
son Unit Yield
T, - . I'otal Animal 
Expenses
Logging
Costs
list
Yield
Wean
Annual
Yield
Capitalised
Value
;resent Value 
of Fe at 3JP-
Bd.ft. dollars dollars dollars' dollars dollars dollars doilari!
1-lt 26,317 710.55 lii.OO 500.02 196.53 1.96 65.33 3.1)0
5-9 17,1*23 1(70.12 llj.OO 331.03 125.39 1.25 11.66 2.16
10 16,605 705.71 12.60 30-5.1*9 390.22 5-60 186.66 23.59
11 8,970 381.22 12.60 170.1*3 198.19 2.83 91.33 11.52
12-13 3,289 139.78 12.60 62.1t9 61i.69 .82 3 0.66 3.87
Present value of Fe is the discounted future net income from the complete rotation,
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to type arid sit# class* Table 9 shows the value# under the presumption 
that the timber is to be sold as stumpage* and table l o presents values 
under the presumption that the timber crop is to be harvested -and sold as 
eawlogs delivered to the mill* The costs of losing include the cost of 
hauling an estimated 35 miles* This is the approximate distance to the 
nearest mill from the stands on the units studied*
The values shown in tables 9 and 10 are the possible returns from 
stands under sustained yield management* Unlike the computations set 
forth for the existing stands* the annual costs and interest on the money 
invested in land are not compounded to the end of. the rotation. Under 
sustained yield a part of the stand is harvested each year and returns 
are realised with each cut from which annual expenses can be paid. 
Consequently* it is not necessary to compound then to- the end of the 
rotation.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS Of HAY, PASTURE AND (SIMM PRODUCTION 
Costs of Producing Hay, Pasture and Grain
Cost of clearing land. % e  cost of clearing land, varies according 
to the character of the timber stands being cleared and the techniques 
applied in clearing* the Montana State Extension Service in their list 
of rates for custom work in Montana indicates a price of $20.00 and up 
per acre for clearing trees and stumps (28)* This price is intended only 
as a guide and is general to all conditions in Montana* Clearing 
operations include cutting the trees, blasting the stumps, piling and 
burning the downed material* Usually the only work that is contracted 
out i s the tractor hire used in piling the downed material# On two 
units where land was cleared recently the cost of hiring a crawler type 
tractor with dozer attachment amounted to an average of $56*00 per acre* 
In addition to this cost is the cost of cutting, blasting and cleaning. 
Eleven acres cleared on one unit required 8lj m m  days cutting, 15 man. 
days blasting, and b man days cleaning# Eleven hundred pounds of stump­
ing powder was used* At the present time approximately 1000 board 
feet of timber can be salvaged from the clearing operation* If this is 
valued, at the current price of stumpage, a deduction of $10*00 per acre 
can be made from the actual money outlay. Since cleared land can be 
bought for 100*00 an acre in this area an estimate of the return to the 
fairer for labor and blasting material can be derived by subtracting the 
cost of the uncleared land and the bulldozer work from the value of the
-“37-
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cleared land and aading to this the price of the salvaged timber* The 
sale value of cleared land or 100.00 minus the sale value of uncleared 
land $10.00, and the cost of bulldoser work 056.00, leaves v3k*0Q per 
acre for labor, axe and saw depreciation and blasting powder.
Costs of establishing and maintaining pastures,hayflelds and grain- 
fields* The costs of managing improved pasture and hay land have been 
combined because both of these crops are usually managed in the same 
manner. On the two units with improved pasture, the methods of establish­
ment and treatment after establishment, were the same as for hay. Alsike 
clover, red clover, and alfalfa are all perennial species, however, to 
maintain high production they should be occasionally plowed under and 
reseeded. Martin aid Leonard (11*) state that red clover agriculturally 
is a biennial, but that it is well adapted to 3 year rotations, Alsike 
clover, also a perennial, is adapted to rotations of i* to 6 years.
The recommended seeding rates for red clover are between 10 and 15 
pounds per acre seeded in early spring. That of alsike clover is 8-10 
pounds per acre* The recommended alsike clover and timothy mixture 
requires seeding at the rate of 2 to li pounds per acre. A red clover, 
orchard erase mixture should fee seeded at the rate of 12* pounds of seed 
per acre* At these rates the average cost of seed will amount to 9.72 
per acre for red clover, $1*«50 per acre for alsike clover, $1.15 per acre 
for alsike clover-timothy mixture, $8*96 per acre for red clover-orchard 
grass mixture and $8.i*0 per acre for alfalfa*
The costs of preparing the seedbed, and seeding the fields are taken 
from ’Mates for Custom feork in Montana1’ for 1955 by Stucky (28). These 
rates include char es for machine, tractor aid operator or usual crew.
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Figure 5. Land being cleared (left center) in the larch- 
Douglas fir type.
Preparing the seedbed after clearing the land involves plowing and 
harrowing the land. Some of the operators are using sub-tillage prior 
to plowing| however, this is not general practice. At least three 
harrowing® are necessary to smooth the seedbed well enough for the 
seeding of such species as red clover* Hie charges for this prepara­
tion as taken from the above mentioned publication are $3*50 per acre 
for plowing, 12*25 per acre for harrowing and 11.25 per acre for drill­
ing, or a total of #?.QG per acre for seedbed preparation*
Fertilisation practices vary widely from one farm to the next.
Some farmers fertilise heavily, others lightly, and still others not at 
all* For purposes of this study it was decided to compute the fertilizer 
costs on the basis of the practices used by one operator whose fields 
produced average yields of improved hay . This operator established his 
improved pasture and hay with 100 pounds of ammonium sulphate, 100 pounds 
of 16-20-0 and 100 pounds of gypsum* The cost of #1.25 per acre for 
spreading this fertiliser added to the cost of the fertiliser brings 
the total cost of fertilisation to approximately 112.00*
Fencing charges are figured at a cost of $500.00 per mile. Accord­
ing to Lancaster, et al. (13), 12 rods of fence per acre are required to 
enclose m  average field of 20 acres. This would involve a fencing charge 
of approximately #19.00 per acre* This cost should ordinarily occur only 
once in 20 years*
Summarizing the costs for establishing and maintaining improved and 
unimproved hayfields, pastures and grain fields table 11 shews the annual 
charges against these types of use. The annual clearing charge is the 
same for all uses. Under proper management, clearing charges on these
fable 11* — 'Estimated costs for establishment and maintenance of hay fields, pastures, and grain fields*
Improved Hayland
Red
Clover
Alsike
Clover Alfalfa
Improved Unimproved Unimproved 
Pasture Hayland Pasture % r l e y Oats Wheat
Annas! recovery charge 
of clearing eost^
dollars
2*70
dollars
2.70
dollar's
2.70
dollars
2.70
dollars
2.70
dollars
2.70
dollars
2.70
dollars dollars 
2*70 2*70
Seedbed preparation 2*33 1.1(0 1.1(0 .21 7.00 7.00 7.00
Seed and seeding 3.2ii .90 1.68 .03 3*1? 3*93 U-95
Fertilizer 6*00 6.00 6.00 6.00 12.00 12.00 12.00
Animal maintenance 
of fences 1*95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95
Animal recovery charge 
of fencing cost* *57 ..57 .57 .57 -.57 •57. . . .5? .57 .57
fasces *38 .38 •38 .38 .38 .38 .38 .38 .38
Total .17.17 13.90 llt.68 XX.8JU 5.6o 5.31 27.77 28.53 29.55
Average 15.25 ii.eii 5.60 5.31 27.7? ■ 28.53 29.55
Recovery charge on clearing and fencing are figured on the basis of a cost of #90*00 and §19*00 per
acre respectively and are considered permanent investments*
lands should bo a relatively permanent investment* Therefore, the cost 
incurred has been amortised by unlimited capitalisation at the rate of 
3 percent* the cost of preparing the seedbed and seeding was calculated 
on the assumption that red clover is to be reseeded every three years 
and alsike clover and alfalfa is to be reseeded every five, years* In 
these cases the cost of reseeding was simply divided by the number of 
years each stand should last* Since the only difference in cost between 
improved titnothy-alsike clover pasture and red c lover*or chard grass 
pasture is a slight difference in the cost of seed, these costs have been 
combined* Fertiliser is figured at the rat© of 300 pounds applied every 
other year* Types of fertiliser vary but prices are generally the same 
for all except gypsum* Differences in types of fertiliser actually used 
should not result in too great an error*
Fencing charges are broken down into two specific charges* The 
initial investment in building a new fence should be a rather pemsnent 
investment if the fence is properly maintained* Therefore, the initial 
cost is recovered over an unlimited period* To this is added an annual 
maintenance charge figured on the basis of the fence being completely 
replaced every 20 years*
The rates of seeding used for grain fields are two bushels of barley 
per acre, four bushels of oats per acre, and two bushels of wheat per 
acre* Converting these values to dollars and cents, the costs for seed 
are based on the current price of |*6? per bushel for oats, f *96 per 
bushel for barley and $1.85 per bushel for wheat* A charge of $1*2$ is 
again added to the seed cost for seeding*
Costs of harvesting hay* pasture and grain*, The cost of haying 
as listed in the 1 Rates for Custom Work in Montana8 (25), is 11.00 for 
mowingy v*7% for raking, and $k*$Q for baling*, Adding a charge of i.Qfc 
per bale of hay or approximately I*,80 per ton for hauling and stacking 
the charge for haying totals 17#00 per ton.
Custom rates for combining grain are listed at SU.00 per acre.
The costs used for hauling farm products to the market are as follows* 
$.52 per hundred weight for whole milk, $.1*5 per hundred weight for beef 
animals and $.16 per bushel for wheat. The cost of hauling silk is 
based on a charge of |#15 per pound of butterfat being charged by local 
dairies for hauling milk. This amounts to $.52 per hundred pounds of 
5 percent butterfat content milk. The hauling costs of beef are figured 
on the basis of a stake truck with a ll* foot truck bed hauling fourteen 
1*00 pound animals at a charge of 1.25 per mile for 100 miles* This 
distance was considered an average haul to the market In Missoula from 
all comparison units.
Prices received for agricultural products. The average prices 
received by Montana farmers for whole milk in 1951* was $1**19 per hundred 
weight, for beef cattle $15*35 per hundred weight, and for wheat $2.02 
per bushel. These prices were obtained through correspondence with the 
Montana State College Agricultural Experiment Station. The prices for 
feeder* and stocker cattle of good quality at the present time is between 
$20*00 and $21.50 per hundred weight at the Missoula, Montana market. 
Farmers who have pasture to lease and others who have leased pasture 
state that the average charge is $1.00 per animal unit month. A mature 
c m  with a calf is considered an animal unit.
Hay has sold during the year 19%k at the rate of '10*00 per ton on 
the stem and $20*00 per ton when cut and stacked. Hay Is not often sold 
on the steiaj however, in cases where the owner of the hay has neither the 
means nor the time to harvest it, he will often attempt to sell it in 
this condition to a neighboring rancher who has the means of harvesting 
and the need for additional winter feed*
Income Possibilities frcm Hay, Pasture and Grain Production*
Possible income from selling forage on the stem* fable 12 shows 
the net annual income from an acre of land when selling the forage on 
the stem* The prices used were $10*00 per ton for hay and |1*00 per 
animal unit month for cow pasture* To facilitate a comparison with the 
corresponding forest stands the present worth of these annual incomes for 
the rotation age of the timber stand has been calculated. This was 
accomplished by substituting the annual net income and interest at the 
rate of three percent in the formula*
Present ¥orth ** 1.00 (l«opn - 1)r.opTi.̂5'F
For example, the net income from improved hay on comparison units 
1 to k is equal to I?.00. Using m  interest rate of three percent the 
present worth of this annual net income for the rotation age of the 
timber stand which in this case is 100 years is*
Present Worth • 9.00(1.03100-1) - fS201u31•b3{i.03)XUU'
Grain was not compared with the other products at this level.
fable 12 ♦— Met income, capitalized value and discounted future net income per acre from hay and pasture
sold on the stem*
Compari- Use
son Unit
Forage
field
Mi
bays
Feed
Sal# Price ProductValue
Annual
Expenses
Net
Annual
Held
Capit­
alized
^alue
Present^ortb.2 PresentValue
pounds dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
l4j
Imp* Hay 
Imp* Fast. 
Unimp*Past*
MSI3,866
2,08?
I8i*
193
103
10.00/ton
1.00/Am
1.00/A0M
2L.25 6.1*0 
3.hO
15.25lx.ai.
5.31
9.00
-5.11*
-1.91
300.00 
-181.33 
-63.66
222.93 
-131). 71 
-It?. 31
28U.31
-171.81t
-60.33
5-9
Imp. Hay 
Unimp* Hay 
Uhiiap*Past*
h,726
1,6?$
1,61*2
179
1*582
10.00/ton
10.00/ton
l.OO/AOti
23.63
8.37
2.70
15.25
5.31
5-31
8.38
3.07
-2.61
279.33
102.33 
-87.00
211.67
77.51i
-65.92
26li. 72 
96.98 
—82.1)1$ \
10 Imp* Hay UnimP* Past,
31,000
1,528
1*25
76
10.00/ton
l.OO/ABM
56.00
2.5o
15.25
5.31
11.75
-2.81
lii90.00
-93.66
588.91
-369.79
1303.00
—81.82
11 Imp* Hay Hnimp.Fast*
7,209906
226
1*5
10.00/ton
1.00/AOT
36.00
1.50
15.25
5.31
20.79
—3.81
693.00
-127.00 2314.71-L3.G1
605. ItO 
-110.9lt
12-13 Uhirap* HayUhimp*Past*
3,302
1,6$0
121
83
10.00/ton 
1,00/A IX 16.512.?6 5.3115.31
11.20
-2.55
373.33-85.00 11)7.39-33.55
326.lL
-7L.25
^ Muuiber of days based on requirement of 13. $ pounds of digestible nutrients per animal unit day which 
has been increased by 33 percent to allow for frequency of clipping effect and proper use.
This is the discounted annual net income obtained for the period which is necessary to carry the pres­
ent existing stands to the rotation age.
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Possible Inc am© from harvested product, Table 13 shows the calculated 
net returns obtained by harvesting the crop and selling It as a cash crop* 
This is the value of the product delivered to the buyer* The costs of 
harvesting are added to the costs of growing the crop. Sine® hay is 
usually sold to other farmers and is not delivered by the seller, this 
cost- has not been deducted from gross returns. Pasture forage is not 
sold at this stage of production and consequently, Is not shown in this 
comparison*
Possible income from converting products to butt erf at. Tables lU 
and If? present the values of the various crops using a feed equivalent 
based on total digestible nutrients produced and required by dairy stock 
as an index to incase. These computations are for the product which 
leaves the farm in the form of fluid milk. The class of dairy stock 
used in this analysis are cows producing 22 pounds of five percent 
butterfat content milk daily. The total digestible nutrients produced 
and required were taken from Morrison (19)* The cost of production other 
than the cost of feed was calculated on the basis of feed representing 
hO percent of the total production costs. From a compilation of data 
obtained from dairy herd improvement associations in western Montana, 
Tretsven (29) indicates that the cost of feed for producing milk is ipU 
percent of the product value for cow® producing iiQO pounds of butterfat 
yearly, and $4*5 percent for cows producing 500 pounds of butterfat yearly, 
A figure of UO percent was used in this analysis. The feed cost should 
b© lower on farms where the majority of feed is raised on the farm as is 
the case in the study area®.
Table 13*— Met income, capitalized value and discounted future net incomes per acre from hay and 
grain delivered.
Compart- rT
son 0nit
Average Cross Annual Cost Net Capit­alised
Value
'resent Present
Held*1 Income* Growing Harvesting Income Worth Value
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
1-U
lap. Hay
Barley
Wheat
M 5 l3ii12
1*8.5132.61*
22.20
15.25
27.77
29.55
16.80
lt.00
lt.00
16.1*6
.87
-11.35
51*8.66
29.00
-378.33
1*07.71
21.55-281.11*
519.9727.10
-358.51*
Imp. Hay 
Unimp.llay 
Barley 
Oats
2*,726 
1,6?5 
2*1* 
50
1*7-26
16.75
1*2.21*
3l*.17
15.25
5,31
27.77
28.53
16.21
5.85
lt.00
l*.oo
15.lt?
5.59
10.15
1.51*
515.66
186.33
31*8.33
51.30
390.77
lltl.20
263.96
38.90
1*88.69
176.58
330.11
1*8.65
10
lap* Hay 
Barley 
Oats 
Wheat
11,000
5o
1*5
2?
110.00
1*8.00
30.15
1*9.9?
15.25
27.77
28.53
29.55
38.50 
!*.00 
2*. 00 
lt.00
56.25
16.22
-2.38
16.1*0
1,375.00
* 0.66
7.93
51*6.66
71*0.25
213.1*5
31.32
216.61
1,638.00
1*72.32
69.30
1*77.56
11 lap* Hay Barley
7,209
Wi
72.09
1*2.21*
15.25
27.77
25.22
lt.00
31.62
10.1t7
1,052i.00 
31*9.00
356.98118.20 920.7?30ii.33
12-13
Ohimp* Hay
Oats
Wheat
3,302
1*5ho
33.02
30.15
7l*.00
5.31 
28.53 
29.77
11.55
lt.00
lt.00
16.16
2*38
is0,l*6
538.66
79.33
1,31*8.33
212.66
313.20
532.32
1*70.5?
69.30
1,177.90
1 Average yield is in pounds of air dry for-ge for hay and in bushels of grain for barley, oats, 
« and wheat*
Gross income is based on a sale price of #20.00 per ton for hay, #*96 per bushel for barley,
- 1.6? per bushel for oats, and H*8i? per bushel for -wheat.
* This is the discounted annual net income obtained for the period which is necessary to carry 
the existing timber stands to the rotation age.
fable li*.— Gross animal returns calculated from total digestible nutrients produced and required
as an index to income*
Compari­
son Unit Use
Feed Equivalent
~ m  — fsr
Produced Required1
Number of Acres 
Required per Cow 
per year2
Butterfat Produced 
per acre
Gross Return 
per acre
pounds pounds acres pounds dollars
Imp. Bay 6,9ft 2,65 12l(.0 136.ItO
Imp* Fast* 2,613 6,9ft 2.52 130.0 11*3.00
1-ii Unimp* Past* 1,391 6,9ft 7.07 I46.6 51.26
Barley 1,2 6? 6,9ft 3.20 63.lt 69.7b
¥immt 5?6 6,9ft 11 .ft 28.8 31.68
Imp* Hay 2,2*29 6,9ft 2,71 121.8 133.98
(Map* Hay 613 6,9ft 10.75 30.7 33.77
5-9 Uniwp*Past* 1,106 6,95b 8.89 37.1 lt0.8l
Barley 1,601* 6,95b lull 80.3 88.33
Oats 1,121 6,95b 5.88 56.1 61.71
Imp. Hay %lkt 6,9ft l.llt 289.5 318.1(5Unimp*Past. 1,033 6,9ft 6.38 51.7 56.8710 Barley 1,861* 6,9ft 3.53 93.5 102.85
Oats 1,009 6,9ft 6.53 50.5 55.55
Wheat 1,290 6,9ft 5.11 61t.6 71.06
Imp* Hay n r* -v:sV> 6,9ft 2.15 153.5 168,8511 Bnimp.Past 612 6,9ft 10*77 30.6 33.66
Barley 1»6U0 6,9ft lull 80.3 88,33
Uniiap* Hay 1,6ft 6,9ft luOl 82,2 90.ii2
Unimp*Past 1,121 6,9ft 5.88 56.1 61.71xc-XJ Oats 1,009 6,9ft 6.53 50.5 55,55
Wheat 1,920 6,9ft 3.1t3 96.2 105.82
1 Based on a 1000 pound cow producing 22 pounds of 5 percent b.f.c. milk daily for 300 (Jays.
* Total production on uninproved pastures reduced by 33 percent to allow for frequency of
clipping and proper use*
fable 1*>.— -Net annual return* capitalised value of the product and present worths of annual net incomes
from producing fluid milk with a 1000 pound cow producing 22 pounds of $ percent b. f* c. milk daily*
Compari­
son Unit Use
Cost of Pro­
ducing Feed
Other
Cost
Total
Cost
ftet
Return
Capit­
alised
Value
Present
Worth
PresentValue
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
Imp. Hay 32.0$ 01.81) 113.89 22.51 750.33 597.86 711.09
Imp. Fast. 11.81) 65.80 97.61) U5.36 1,512.00 1,201.76 1,1)32.2 9
l-it Unimp. i'ast. s.60 31.35 36.95 111. 31 li?7.00 380.00 1)52.05
Barley 31.77 111.81) 73.61 -3.8? -129.00 -102.79 -122.25
Wheat 33.55 19.00 52.55 -20.87 —695.66 -551i.31 —659.28
Imp. Hay 31.79 80.38 112.17 21.81 727.00 550.92 688.97
Unimp. Bay 11.16 20.26 31.1)2 2.35 78.33 59.36 Tit-23
£-9 Unimp. Past. 5.60 2l).l)8 30.08 10.73 357.67 271.03 338.96
Barley 31.77 52.99 81.76 3.57 119.00 90.17 112.77
Oats 32.53 37.02 69.55 -7.81) -261.33 -198.03 -21)7.66
Ihqj. Hay 53.75 191.07 21)1).82 73.63 2,1)51).33 968.97 2,11)1).32
Unimp. Fast. 5.6o 3l).12 39.72 17.15 571.66 225.69 li99.iiG10 Barley 31.77 61.71 93.W 9.73 32l». 33 128.01. 283.33
Oats 32.53 33.33 65.86 -10.31 -3lt3.66 -135.68 -300.23
Wheat 33.55 U2.63 76.18 -5.12 -170.66 -67.37 -11)9.09
Imp. Hay '■".It? 101.31 111.78 27.07 902.33 305.62 788.27
11 Unimp. last. S.60 20.19 25.79 7.87 262.33 88.85 229.17
Barley 31-77 52.99 81j. 76 3-57 119.00 1)0. 30 103.95
Uribap. Hay 16.86 51».25 71.11 19.31 61)3.66 251i.ll 562.3?
Unirap. Past. 5.50 37.02 It2.62 19.09 636.33 251.33 555.9612-13 Oats 32.53 33.33 65.86 -10.31 -31)3.66 -135.6? -300.22VJheat 33.55 63.1)9 97.01) 8.78 292.6? 115.51) 255.67
fable 16.— Gross annual returns calculated from total digestible nutrients produced and required
as an index to income.
Compari­
son Unit
Feed Equivalent fteiber of ft ores Beef iroduced 
per acral
dross Return 
per acreUse TBHProduced
TUB
Enquired
Required or Cow 
per year®
Imp. Hay 2,kSk
pound©
5,33k
acres 
2. Xli
pounds
11*0
dollars
28.00
Imp. Past 2,613 5,33k 2»Oii 11*7 29.1*0
I-k Unimp. Past 1,391 5,3* 3.63 78 15.60Barley 1,26? 5,33k It. 20 71 llj.20
Wheat '576 5,33k 19.26 16 3.20
Imp. Hay 2$h29 5,33k 2,19 137 27.1*0Unimp. Hay 613 5,33k 8.70 31* 6.80
5-9 Bnimp* Past. 1,106 5,33k 2*.82 62 12.1*0Barley X,60k 5,3* 3.25 92 18.1*0
Oats 1,121 5,33k M 6 63 7.2.60
Imp. Hay % m 5,33k .93 322 61*.1*0
Unimp. Past* 1,033 5,33k 5.16 58 11.60
10 Barley 1,86k 5,33k 2.86 101* 20.80Oats 1,009 5,33k 5.28 57 11.2*0
Wheat 1,290 5,33k If. 13 73 Ik. 6o
Imp. Hay 3,0^? 5,33k 1.7l» 172 31* .1*0
11 Unimp* Past. 612 5,33 k 8.71 31* 6.80Barley l»6h0 5,33k 3.25 92 18,1*0
Unirap. Hay 1,6W» 5.33k 3.21 92 18.1*0Uniiip. Past. 1,121 5,331* 1**75 63 12.60
12-13 Oats 1,009 5,331; 5.28 57 11.2*0
Wheat 1,920 5.33U 2.77 108 21.60
^ Based on a 1000 pound cow producing 300 pounds of beef per year.
 ̂fotal production on unimproved pasture© reduced by 33 percent to allow for frecueney of clip­
ping and proper use*
Table 17#-—  Net annual return, capitalized value of the product and present worths of annual net incomes
from producing beef with a 1000 pound cow producing an average of 300 pounds of beef annually.
Compari­
son Unit Use
Cost of Pro­
ducing Peed
Other
Cost
Total
Cost
Het
Return
Capit­
alized
Value
Present
Worth
('resent
Value
"dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollar’s dollars
Imp* Hay 32.0? 8.40 40.4? -12.4? -415.00 -330.67 -393.42
Imp* Fast. 11.81s 8.82 20.66 8.74 291.33 232.13 2?6.18
1-b Unimp. Fast. 5.60 4.68 10.68 S.32 177.33 141.30 168.11
Barley 31.7? 4.26 36.03 -21.83 -727.66 -580.07 -689.82
Wheat 33.?? .96 34.55. -31.31 -1043-66 -831-59 -989,39
Imp. Hay 31.79 8.22 4o.ox -12.61 -420.33 -318.53 -398.47
Unisp . Hay 11.16 2.04 13.20 —6.40 -213.33 -161.66 -202.24
5-9 Unimp* Fast. ?.6o 3.72 9.32 3.08 102.66 77.80 97.32Barley 31.77 ?.?2 37.29 -18.89 -629.66 -477.16 -596.92
Oats 32. ?3 3.78 36.31 -23.71 -790.33 -598.91 -749.24
Imp. Hay S3.7? 19.32 73.0? -8.6? -289.00 -114.09 -252.47
Unimp. fast. ?.60 3.48 9.08 2.52 84.00 33.16 73.38
10 Barley 31.77 6.24 38.01 -17.21 -573.66 -226.48 -501.16
Oats 32. ?3 3.42 3?. 9? -24.?? -818.33 -323.08 -714.89
Wheat 33.S8 4.38 37.96 -23.36 -778.66 -308.73 -630.24
Imp* Hay 40.lt? 10.32 ?0.?9 -16.39 -546.33 -185.20 -477.2?
11 Unimp. Past. ?.6o 2.04 7.64 .84 28.00 9.49 24.46
Barley 31.77 ?.?2 37.29 -18.89 -629.66 -213.45 -550.08
Unimp* Hay 16.86 5.52 22.38 -3.98 -132.56 -52.3? -115.89
Unimp. Fast. ?.60 3.78 9.38 3.22 107.33 42.37 93.7712-13 Oats 32. ?3 3.42 35.9? -24.5? -813.33 -323.08 -714.89
Wheat 33.?? 6.48 40.03 -18.43 -614.66 -242.67 -536.97
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Possible income from converting products to beef* Table 1? shows
these values for beef production* This analysis is based oa a cow produc­
ing 300 pounds of beef per year* bp-ring calves marketed in the autumn 
should, average kOO pounds* Allowing 25 percent of the increase for herd 
replacement, death lose, and loss in calving, the net production would 
be 75 percent of kfX) pounds or 300 pounds*
The pounds of digestible nutrients required for a cow producing a 
calf comes to 533k pounds (19)* This total is for a 1000 pound cow, 
nursing a calf for 120 days, putting on fat for 60 days after weaning, 
and wintering for 150 days. To this has been added an allowance for 
rapid growth of calves from weaning time until marketing time* At a 
price of *20 per pound of beef produced as the farmers share, the 
value per 100 pounds of digestible nutrients is fl*kP* Table 17 show® 
the net return per acre figuring the cost of production other than feed 
at 30 percent of the total cost (30). The present worth of this annual 
net income is again calculated by the formula described previously*
m m m r n  crmmism m  timber m i n s
KITH HAT, PASTDEB AMD CHAIM VALUES 
Comparison of Ket Incomes from Production over the Period Hecessary to 
Carry Timber Stands to Rotation Age•
Table 18 shows a comparison of the estimated net income discounted 
from the rotation age of the existing stands to the present time. This 
table shows the present worths of the net income where the products are 
sold standing in the field, forest stumpage on one hand, standing forage 
on the other and the present worth of the net incomes when the products 
are harvested and sold as sswlogs, hay, and grain.
In table 19 is a comparison of the income from the sale of sawlc s 
relative to the sale of forage end grain which ha® been converted to a 
feed equivalent based on total digestible nutrient®. This comparison is 
also for the existing stand® discounted from the rotation age to the 
present time.
Comparison of Met Income from Production Over One Complete Rotation
Tables 20 and 21 show the comparative present values of the expected 
crops over the rotation ages of the timber stand®. These are the values 
of the soil for producing a net income from each of the various products. 
The capitalised values of the soil for producing forest, grain and forage 
have been computed for the calculated rotation ages of the corresponding 
timber stands and discounted to the beginning of the rotation, as shown 
for timber in tables 9 and 10 and for hay, pasture and grain in tables 12, 
13, 15 and 1?,
-S3-
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Table 18* Present worth of the future net returns for the period required
to carry the existing forest stands to the end of the first rotation*
Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison 
Units 1-4 Units 5-9 Units 10 Unit 11 Units 12-13
lValues for products sold on the stem
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
Forest 37.91* 26,22 33.62 -6.01 -2.1*2
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
222.93 211,67
77.5!*
528.91 231* .71
11*7.39
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved -13U.31*-1*7.31 -65.92 -369.79 —1*3.01 -33.55
Values for products harvested and delivered^
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
Forest 33.03 20*21 131.81* 127.1*7 63.81*
Hay
improved
Unimproved
1*07.71 390*7?
111*20
71*0.25
213.1*5
356.98
212.66
Grain
Barley
Oats
Wheat
21.55
-28l.il*
263*96
38.90 31.32
216,61
113.20 313.20
532,32
2* Sold as forest stumpage or as hay aid pasture standing on the stem 
in fields.
9 Delivered to usual buyer* S&wlogs are usually delivered to local 
mills, hay usually sold in the stack and grain delivered to 
railroad loading points.
Table Present worth of the future net return© for the period required
Comparison 
Units l-f|
Comparison 
Units 5-9
Comparison 
Unit 10
Cougar i ©on 
Unit 11
Comparison 
Units 12-13
Values for forage aid grain when converted to fluid milk and 
delivered tc dairy, ̂ and value© for gawlogs delivered to the mill..
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
Forest 33*03 20.21 131,86 127*ii7 63,86
Kay
Improved
Unimproved
597.86 550.92
59.36
968,97 305.62
25li.ll
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
1206*76
380*00 271,03 225,69 88,85 251*33
Grain
Bari ey -102*79 90.1? 128*Qk i|0̂ 30
Oats 198.03 -135*68 -135.6?
Vfoeat 55k*31 *67*37 115.514
Values for forage and grain when converted to beef and delivered 
to buyer Bssrlog© delivered to mill.
dollars dollars dollars
Forest 33.03 20.21 131."!, 127.it? 63.81*
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
-330*6? -318.53 - 161.66
-llij.09 
33.16
-185.20 -52.37
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
232.13 
111.30 77.80 9.h9 ii-2.37
Grain
Barley
Oats
Wheat
-580.0?
-851.59
-1*77.16
-598.91
-226.1*8
-323.08
-308.73
-213.1*5
-323.08
-21*2.67
1 A charge of t.15 per pound of butterfat is made by the creamery to haul 
milk from roadside to creamery.
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Table 20* Present value of Fe for the various products by forest type 
and site class*
Comparison Units l~k
Comparison 
Units 5-1
Comparison 
Unit 10
Comparison
Unit 11 Comparison Units 12-13
Values for products sold on
j
I 
1
*3 
| ^ H o  ll!ars*'~dollars dollars dollars
forest 14.31 2.7? 11.20 7.33 2.19
Hay
ImprovedUnimproved t m * 3 1 96.98 1303.00 m s M 326.1k
Pasture
Improved ~ m . 8 k
-60.33 •*82 #kk -81*82 ~iX0*9k - 7 k *25
Paines for■products harvested and delivered^
ISHXarS^ lolXors "" doHars doITars “ dollars
forest 3.){0 2.16 23.59 11.92 3.87
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
5X9.97 1+86.6?176.53
1638.00 920.77
170.57
Grain
Barley
Oats
Wheat
27,!iO
-35R.5U
330.11
i+8.65 h 7 2 .32 69.30 1(77.56
301+.88
69.30
1177.90
Sold as forest stumpsge or as hay or pasture on the stem*
2 Delivered to usual buyer. Cswlogs are usually delivered to local mils# 
hay is usually sold in the stack and grain is delivered to railroad 
loading points*
Table 21* Present vain® of F® for the various products by forest type 
and site class*
Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison Comparison 
Units l~k Units 5-9 Unit 10 Unit 11 Units 12-13
Values for forage and grain when converted to fluid milk and delivered 
to dairy*3- and values for sawings delivered to the mill,
dollars dollar© dollars 2oEarsr dollars
Forest 3.40 2.16 23.59 11.92 3.87
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
711.09 688.97
74.23
2144.32 788.2?
562.37
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
1U32.29
452.05 330,96 499.40 229.17 555.96
Grain
Barley
Oats
Mieat
-122.25
-659.28
112.77-247.66 283.33-300.23
-149.09
103.95
-300.22
255.67
Values for forage and grain when converted to beef and delivered to 
b u y e r .2 Sawlogs delivered to mill.
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
Forest 3.40 2.16 23.59 11.92 3.87
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
-393.42 -398.47
202.24
-252.47
73.38
-477.27
-115.87
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
276.18
168.11 97.32 24.46 93.77
Grain
Barley
Oats
Wheat
-689.82 
- 989.39
-596.92
-749.24
-501.15
-714.89
-680.24
-550.08
-714.89
-536.97
^ A charge of I *15 per pound of butterfat is made by the creamery to haul 
milk from roadside to creamery.
of Product Values to the
la m  attempt to obtain a better measure of the Tallies the 
products contribute to the commit?/ and western Montana, - tables 22 
through 2k show the gross value of an acre’s production at three price 
levels*
Agricultural and forest products being difficult to standardize 
and subject to widely fluctuating markets, make it difficult to arrive 
at a fair market price* Current prices, which are considered to be 
approximately average by several interested firms and agencies in western 
Montana, are used to compare the values of different products at different 
market levels* In table 22 are the prices received by the farmer for the 
product delivered In the -stage of processing in which it usually leaves 
the farm* For sawlogs this is the estimated current price for the 
average annual growth per acre of logs delivered to the mill* Price© for 
hay, pasture and feed grains are the delivered price© for butterfat and 
beef to which the forage production per acre ha© teen converted* Hi© 
price© used are fl*25 per pound for butterfat (in fluid milk), $*20 per 
pound for beef, |2?*00 per thousand board feet for larch and Douglas fir 
sawlogs m l  fi2*50 for ponderoea pine sswlegs*
Wholesale and retail price© are current prices being received in 
Missoula at these levels* fable 23 shows these values as they leave the 
initial processing plants* These are values for processed milk valued 
at 6.16 per quart or f-2*28 per pound for butterfat in milk (fluid milk 
sold contains at least 3*5 percent butterfat content), #*&$ per pound 
for beef, 1-86*00 per thousand board feet for larch and Douglas fir lumber 
and 1129*00 per thousand board feet for ponderosa pine lumber*
Table 22* Sale value of one acre!s production d elivered to the initial 
proc86 sing ,]p2»mrf* a         .
mmflii I#, Il-Will mm  <limmiWliifW.mil ll—|W—»n .mmnimti I nmMwiWj *I||| umir̂ n̂M̂pŵ.îiwin >.mn»mir.i    mmmmi I Hi) I )»H flWW I II iWiljitnnininwnwiiHf i* i1...    urn** »■ ■■
Comparison unxts
“Use Product Uniti -u
Unit
5 -9
Unit
10
Unit
11
Unit
12-13
dollars dollars dollars 'dollars dollars
Forest Sfsrloga 7.10 it.6? 10.07 5.U 1.99
Hay
Improved
Unimproved
Butterfat
Beef
Butterfat
Beef
155.00
28.00
152.25
27.1*0
38.376.80
361,87
61*.1*0
191.87 
31* .1*0
102.75
18.1*0
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
Butterfat
Beef
Butterfat
Beef
162.50
29. t0 
58.25 
15.60
1*6.37
12.1*0
61*. 62 
11.60
38.25
6.80
70.12
12.60
Barley Butterfat
Beef
79.25 
lit .20
100.05
le.ijo
116.87
20.00
100.05
13.1*0
Oats Butterfat
Beef
70.01
12 .60
63.12
11.1*0
63.12
11.1*0
Hheat Butterfat
Beef
36.00
3.20 "0.75 lit .80
120.25
21.60
-.60-
Table 23, Sale value of one acre*s production at the wholesale level
Use Product Unit X  —it
Unit 
5 - 9
Unit
10
UnitU Unit12-13
Forest Lumber 22.62 lii.96 3 0 . 5 7 16.51 6.06
Hay
Tainroved
Unimproved
Butterfat
Beef1
Butterfat
Beef1
282.7237.80
277.70 
3 6 , 9 9  
6  9 . 9 9  9.18
660,06 
186.9it 3t9.98ItO.ijlj
187.J4.2ii.8U
Pasture
improved
Unimproved
Butterfat
■Beef1 
Butterfat
Beef1
296.50
39.69106.21.
21.06 Slt.58lo.7li 117.8?15.66
69.76
9.18 127.9017.01
Barley Butterfat
BeefA
liilt.5519.17
183.08
: 2Jj.'.81i
213.18
26.08
183.08
2ii.eu
Oats Butterfat
Beef1
127.90
17.01 llS.Ht15.39
115.lit 
15.39
L?heat Butterfat
Beef1
37.80 
It.32 33.7519.71
3u. 20 29.16
^ Figured on the baste, of 60 percent or live weight*
Table 2lu Sale value of one acre*a; production at the retail level
Comparison Units
•h 5-9 10 11
„ ^,9 4, Unit Unit U n i t U n i t  UnitUse Product n
Forest Lumber 31.56 20.38 «3.27 23.37 8.58
H a y
Improved
UniiaproTed
Butterfat 
Beef1 
Butterfat 
Beef1 .
372.00
57.12
365.ko 
55.?9 
92.10 
13.87
868.50
131.37
1*60.5070.17
21*6.60
37.53
Pasture
Improved
Unimproved
Butterfat
Beef1
Butterfat
Beef1
390.00
59.97139.80
31.82 111.3025.29
155.1023.66
91.80
13.87
168.3025.70
Barley Butterfat
Beef1
190.20
28.?6
21*0,90
37.53
Oats Butterfat
Beef1 168.3025.70 161.5023.25
151.50
23.25
Wheat Butterfat
Beef1
86.1*0
6.52
193.80
29.78
288.60 
1*1*. 06
^ Figured on the basis of 60 percent of the' live weight to allow for 
the dressing loss*
«*62~
Sine# retail prices for lumber vary considerably fro® the lowest 
to the highest grade, the price for number two comon,' which is $120•00 
per thousand board feet for larch and Douglas fir lumber and $182*60 for 
ponderosa pine lumber are used* These are the prices being charged at 
local retail outlets* The retail "rice for butterfat in fluid mill:, 
sold at the price of $*21 per quart is $-3*00 per pound of butterfat*
The retail price for beef' used is $.68* This is the national average for 
choice grade beef' m  reported bj the Agricultural ffarkeiirtg Service of 
the United States Department of Agriculture. ' 31 )*
DISCUSSION Of THB RfSUITS
The results of this study indicate that improved dairy pasture 
followed by improved hay and unimproved pasture for dairy purposes, 
in that order, provide the largest net returns to the landowner on 
the cut-over lands* Mien total digestible nutrients are used as an 
index to the production of whole milk, improved pasture provides more 
than twice the net income to the landowner than does the improved hay 
and over three times the net income from improved pastures* Mien the 
cost of producing digestible nutrients in the form of hay for beef 
animals is considered, negative values result* Whether the income from 
pasture for beef production is large enough to compare with the return 
from producing sawlogs will depend upon the amount of pasture used relative 
to the amount needed for hay* The cost of producing feed grains are 
greater than the returns obtained from them when, considering their value 
for the m m  total of digestible nutrients alone* A certain amount of 
each o f these feeds are desirable in making up the daily ration of pro­
ducing animals.# The net cost of producing one component of the ration 
will have to be paid froa the return or another cheaper source of 
digestible nutrients.
Using the estimated costs of harvesting timber crops and the price
of sawlogs delivered, a mailer net return is obtained by selling larch-
Douglas fir sawlogs than from selling stumpage* There; is an opportunity
for additional income from the labor in harvesting the timber crop even
—6 3**
though the net return for profit and risk is less# Harvesting ponderosa 
pine provides an income fro® labor plus a larger net return over that 
of selling it as stmapag© according to this analysis,# The annual cost 
of owning and maintaining pastures is greater than the gross return of 
$1*00 per animal unit month rental.# The carrying capacity of the pastures 
is not gpeat enough to offset the costs of clearing, fencing and taxes 
when figured at this rate# The additional cost of improving and maintain­
ing the pasture increases the net cost# The additional carrying capacity 
resulting from reseeding and fertilising does not compensate for the 
additional cost when the rent is figured at gl#00 per animal unit month*
In this case these results indicate that it would be more profitable to 
leave the timber land for the prodnctd.cn of lumber#
There are values from owning forest land which have not been included 
in this analysis but which are, under present market conditions, considered 
relatively unimportant# If fence poets and poles can be sold at a profit, 
some intermediate cuttings can contribute to the returns obtained from 
the forest* At present the post and pole market is not active enough to 
contribute a dependable source of additional income# The producer© state 
that the reason they are not thinning their larch stands and marketing poles 
is that the markets are too far way for them to real!z® a return large 
enough to pay the costs of handling* There is a post and corral pole 
yard in the town of Trout Creek In western. Sanders County* An interview 
with the operator of this plant indicates that the market for these 
products is not very dependable*
Facilities for treating the more valuable, longer poles are located 
no closer than Libby, Montana or St# Maries, Idaho*
Taking advantage of the accumulated growth on the existing timber 
stands and holding then until the end of the first rotation increases 
the relative net return per acre considerably*. Table 19 shows that the 
productivity of all pastures except cne* that on comparison unit 11, 
is great enough to warrant the clearing of the land for dairy purpose©.# 
According to these results it would be more profitable to hold the 
existing ponderosa pine stands in timber than to clear them and convert 
the land into beef pasture* Over the complete rotation all uses except 
grain,: pasture rented out, and hay produced for beef purposes provide 
a greater return per acre than timber* Huch depends upon the organisation 
of the unit and the efficiency of the operator as to whether the land­
owner can realise a greater cver-all profit trm raising agricultural 
crops than he can obtain frm holding his land in timber*
The capitalised values obtained for the land ia this study are not 
very realistic. In some cases they axe much greater than the actual price 
of the land and in others they are much lower* The capitalised returns 
are considered of value mainly as a relative figure and not as m  absolute 
figure. The results of any analysis such as tide will vary a ccording 
to the yields obtained which are In turn influenced by differences in 
weather conditions* Production records from cut-over lands over a large 
number of years would be highly desirable# Such records would give a 
sounder basis for calculating net returns aid would pexiait the introduction 
of a factor for risk*
For comparing the product values to the community, tables 22 through 2h 
show the relative prices cf these products at three levels, any one of
which may represent the value of the product to the community* For 
example, In the la.rch-Dou.glas fir tyne much of the fluid milk leaves 
the farm and is shipped directly to Spokane, Washington for initial 
processing. Ifuch of the beef is shipped out of the community unprocessed. 
Sawlogs from this area for the most part are processed into finished 
lumber before they leave the locality, in equitable comparison would 
then be the value of the whole milk as it leaves the farm with the value 
of the lumber as it leaves the sawmill, Under these conditions the 
product value of forest at the wholesale level contributes mere in 
revenue to the community than the product value of unimproved pasture 
and unimproved hay land used for beef production, but does not equal the 
product value of Improved hay land and improved pasture. According to 
this analysis pasture used as dairy pasture contributes the most of the 
products beixr, compared in gross income to the community*
s m m i ahd ccnclusigks
A study was conducted for the purpose of attempting a comparison 
of land use values on the cut-over lands in western Montana# Production 
figures of the cut-over lands in this section of the state in forest, 
hay, pasture and grain production were determined for the growing season 
of 195k.
The comparative value of the soil for producing the various crops 
was calculated at the following levels* (1) Values on the stem, (2) 
values of the harvested product delivered to the initial processing plant 
in the form of hay, grain, butterfat and beef, (3) value of the product 
to Ute community. Comparisons on the stem were made on the basis of 
timber stumpage versus hay and pasture sold as standing forage in the 
field* Hi© comparison of harvested product included a comparison of 
forest production with butterfat and beef# Conversion of forage and 
grain to butterfat and beef was facilitated by use of a feed equivalent 
based on total digestible nutrients produced on the land and required by 
dairy and beef animals.
On the basis of this analysis, improved hay, sold on the stem 
contributes more in net income to the landowner than forest stumpage or 
pasture rental. Improved pastures when leased at 11.00 per month show 
negative values• In this respect either the lease rate is not high enough 
to pay the annual land charges or the consumption of feed by the class
~6?~
**vS O*’*
of animal used as an animal unit is too high. There is little attention 
paid to the size of animal considered an animal unit by the rancher*
He is interested more in the numbers and ages of the animals than in the 
particular weight and feed requirements.
Mien the products of the soil are harvested, delivered and sold 
this analysis ^iows that improved pasture and improved hay land grazed 
by relatively high producing dairy cows yield the greatest net income 
to the landowner* These figures indicate that the sale of the hay in the 
form of beef provides a smaller return than the sale of sawlogs delivered 
to the mill pond* negative values were obtained for all cases where 
beef was produced on feed which had to be harvested prior to feeding. 
Where beef animals consume forage as pasture' the net returns were found to 
be generally higher than the net returns from the production of timber 
stumpage or sawlogs*
A comparison of product values to the community indicate that 
timber when processed into finished lumber in the community contribute 
a larger gross return to the community than unimproved pasture which 
is shipped outside the community in the form of beef on the hoof 5 however, 
where beef is slaughtered within the community it contributes more to 
community wealth than timber.
The use of the land for the production of fluid milk provides the 
greatest income at all levels of the products being compared.
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Example of analyses for existing timber stands# This includes the
stands found on comparison units 1 through lu These are larch-Douglas fir
stands in site class I, 60 percent stocked at an age of 1*6 years and
containing $99 board feet of merchantable timber at present#
Value of st. -mpage at 100 years © 910#00 per M $263.1?
Value of stumpage at present # f;10#OO per H I 8.99
Gross increase in stumpage value over 5U years $25U#18
Annual expensest
Protection © $.05 per acre, per year for Sh years
Taxes <# ?'#09 per acre per year for $b years
Value of the above expenses 51* years hence is as 
follows?
Vn * r(X.opn»l) -  .  .^88 -  g 18.29
.op *03 *03
let gain in etumpage value $k years hence 9235*89
Average annual gain in value I 5*13
Interest on the investment of 110*00 in land % 3 percent.
Va -  Vo (l.o p n) -  110 .00(1 .03^) -  10(ls,5?2) -  ? l»?;20
Present worth of this future net income.
Vo •  Vn » $186.69 » $186.69 « I  3?#9li
If the product is to be harvested and sold as sawlogs
delivered to the mill the following calculations show the
estimated returns!
Value of sawlogs at 100 years (26,31? bd. ft. @$27.00 
per M) 1710.56
Annual Expenses #18.29
-72-
Logging costs,
Felling, limbing and bucking $2*75 per M 
Skidding #7*00 par H 
Loading 11*00 per M 
Slash disposal S*?S per M
Hauling (1.25 pep M bd. ft. for 30 miles) 17.50 per M
Total (#19.00 per M bd. ft. for 26,317 bd. ft. $1*79.87 11*97.8?
Interest on the investment of #10,00 in land.
Vn - Vo (l.opn) - 10 (1.0351*) - 10(1*.92) - 11*9.20
Future net return from logs delivered to the mill #162.55
Present worth of this future net income.
$ 33.03
-76-
Table 1# The effect of the length of the rotation on the present 
value of the soil for producing larch-Bouglas fir stumpage on
site class I*
Rotation Yield Yield 
@$10*00 
per M
Annual
Expenses
Met
Held
Mean
Annual
Yield
Capitalized
Value
Present
Value
years M.ftT dollars dollars "dollars 'dollars dollars dollars
70 8,772 87.72 9.80 77.92 <1 , H 37.00 k.6780 13,855 138.55 11.20 127.35 1.59 53.00 lt.98
90 20,509 205.09 12.60 192.1*9 2.13 71.00 lt.96100 26,317 263*17 16.00 21*9.1? 2.1*9 83.00 it.31110 31,09? 310.97 15,*10 295.57 2.68 89.30 3.U7
Table 2* The effect of the length of rotation on the present value
of the soil for producing larch~DougIas fir stumpage on site class IX*
Rotation Held Yield 
@110.00 
per M
Annual
Expenses
Met
Yield
Mean
Annual
Yield
Capitalised
Value
' Present
Value
years bd « Pt. dollars dollars dollars dollars " ' dollars dollars
80 8,320 83*20 11.20 72.00 .90 30.00 2.81
90 12,276 122.76 12*60 110*16 1*22 60*66 2.86
100 17,1(23 176,23 16.00 160.23 1*60 53.33 2.77110 22.571* 225.76 15.60 210.36 1*91 63.66 2.67
Table 3. The effect of the length of the rotation on the present 
volue of the soil for producing penderosa pine gtuapage on site class II,
Rotation Yield Held 
#110,00 
per M
Annual
Expenses
Met
Yield
Mean
Annual
Held
Capitalised
Value
Present
Value
years bd.ft. dollars dollars Sellars dollars dollars dollars
50 7,652 111.77 7.00 106,77 2.09 69*66 13.6260 11,960 179.82 10,80 169.02 2.81 93*66 15*90
70 16,605 269,07 12.60 236.67 3.37 112.33 16.2080 21,060 315.90 16*60 301*50 3*76 125.33 11.77
90 25,252 379.08 16,20 362,86 6,03 136*00 9*37100 29,261 638,61 18,00 620*61 6,20 160.00 7.28
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Table hm The ©fleet of the length of the rotation on the present 
value of the soil for producing ponderosa pine stumpage on site
class III*
Rotation Held lield tairaal
Expenses
iet
Yield
Mean
Animal
Yield
Capitalised
Value
Present
Value
years bd.ft* dollars dollars dollars "dollars dollars dollars
60 3,335 38.73 10.80 77*93 1.95 1*3.00 7*30
70 ”,970 132u55' 12.60 121*9$ 1.71* 58.00 7*33
BO 12,025 180.37 liultO 165*97 2*07 69*00 6.1*8
90 III, 950 221.25 16.20 208,05 2.31 77*00 5*38
100 17,680 265,214 18.00 2k7*2k 2.1*7 82*33 1*.28
Table 5* The effect of length of rotation on the present value of the 
soil for producing ponderosa pine etuspage on site class IV.
Rotation Held lield Annual
Expenses
Bet
Yield
Mean Capitalised 
Annual Value 
Yield
Present
Value
years bd.ft. dollar's dollars doTLars dollars "dollars dollars
70 3,289 1*9.33 12.60 36.73 .52 17.33 2.19
80 5,355 80.32 lh*hQ 65.92 .82 27.33 2.56
90 7,6SO nl*.75 16.20 98.55 1.09 36.33 2.51100 10,021 150.31 18.00 132.31 1,32 lili.QO 2.29
